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About Us
Maheshwari Point was established in 2017 as a manufacturer and supplier of a wide
range of products such as Ladies 5 Line Set, Kundan 4 Line Set, American Diamond
Choker Necklace Set, American Blue Diamond Necklace Set, etc. We focus all of our
efforts on exceeding clients expectations by providing high-quality items that meet their
needs. Furthermore, in order to maintain good customer relationships, we adhere to
moral business practices and absolute transparency in all of our dealings. We are a wellknown name in the fashion sector as we use the best technology and tools to give proper
shape to our products. We have a track record of producing high-quality items using
components sourced from reputable vendors in the market.
The high quality, intricate designs, appealing patterns, and extended service life of the
products we offer are widely praised. Our whole product line is available in a variety of
sizes and patterns. To purchase our items, get in touch with us right now. We have put
together a skilled team of employees that stay up to date on the latest manufacturing
techniques and designs. We also have a quality control unit that inspects our complete
product line for predetermined factors such as design, quality, and ﬁnish. We are growing
at a signiﬁcant rate in the market because to the invaluable direction of our mentor, Mr.
Akhil Maheshwari. He has spent so many years in the ﬁeld that he has a wealth of industry
knowledge that allows us to comprehend our clients' various needs.

Teams
Our teams of highly talented and experienced individuals assist us in achieving a variety
of predetermined goals for the company. The team has been divided into numerous
highly operational teams for better and more effective management of operations. This
has increased the ﬁrm production capacity in the most effective and eﬃcient way
possible. These professionals are divided into groups based on their areas of expertise.
In addition, for optimal staff satisfaction, frequent training sessions are provided.

Infrastructure
With our infrastructure basis, we are in a strong position. It contains all of the most recent
and cutting-edge technology machines. Our infrastructure has been divided into
numerous segments based on our nature of business. All of the departments collaborate
closely with one another. Furthermore, as a result of these factors, we have been able to
provide products like Kundan 4 Line Set, Ladies 5 Line Set, American Blue Diamond
Necklace Set, American Diamond Choker Necklace Set, etc in a timely manner, ensuring
complete satisfaction.

Our Products

5 Line Designer Set

Kundan 4 Line Set

American Diamond Choker
Necklace Set

American Diamond Modern
Choker Necklace Set

American Diamond Bali Jhumka
& Necklace Set

American Silver Mint Diamond
Necklace Set With Tika

American Diamond Bali Jhumka
Necklace Set

American Green Diamond
Necklace Set

American Silver Diamond
Necklace Set With Tika

AD Diamond Mangalsutra 2 Line Black
Gold Chain With Studs

AD Diamond Mangalsutra
With Studs

White And Blue Choker Set

Yellow Color Choker Set

Pink Color Choker Set

Blue Kundan Set Back
Meena

Foil Dabbi Kundan Choker Set

Kundan Colour Full Chek
& Choker Set

CZ Rose Necklace Set
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